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Support information
Technical support and Product information
www.wireflow.se

WireFlow headquarters
WireFlow AB
Theres Svenssons gata 10
SE-417 55 Göteborg
Sweden

Please see appendix “Technical support and Services” for more information.
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Important information
End User Licence Agreement
Please read the EULA before installing or using this Software (Appendix: EULA).

Copyright
The WireFlow Build Support is CopyRight 2012, WireFlow AB.
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Introduction
The WireFlow Build Support adds the possibility to invoke builds across different targets and
in a user specified order. The desired build order and the currently active build specifications
can be saved in the project. This means that all users can build the project build specifications
in exactly the same way.
In LabVIEW 2010 and later it is also possible to have FPGA build items specified in the build
order, meaning that Windows/RealTime applications depending on FPGA builds, can be built
with a single build action.
As an additional feature, it is also possible to easily create a zipped project development
distribution (including the project file itself), not including the Program folder items.

Features
The “Application Builder Support” adds a number of new items to the LabVIEW project
contextual menus.

Figure 1. WireFlow Build Support contextual menu

Depending on which item that is right-clicked, one or more new items can be seen in a sub
category called WireFlow Build Support (see Figure 1).
The main feature is the ability to execute builds in a predefined order, regardless of target,
with a single menu selection. This is sort of a general One-Click-Build solution, enabling
users to build all items in a project in a predefined order automatically, e.g. FPGA->RT>Windows.
The “Application Builder Support” actions that are included in the tool are listed in the table
below (see Table 1). In Table 1, the second column specifies the project items where a
specific action is available.
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Table 1. Supported project actions

Action

Supported
Project items

Description

Build in
order…

Root
Build Specifications

Opens a configuration panel that lets the
user define Build order by drag and drop,
enable or disable builds by
checking/unchecking builds.
In addition the user can select to save the
configuration in the project file, Build the
selected items or Build all items currently in
the project.

ZipExport

Root

Preferences…

Root
Build Specifications

Only available on the root project item.
Exports all linked project files (including the
project file itself) to a zip file for easy
delivery of source code.
Opens the Build Support preference dialog.

Help

Root
Build Specifications

Opens this help document (in pdf format)

Show Error
Log

Root
Build Specifications

Opens the error log file.
This selection is only available if the error
log exists
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Details
Build in order…
The ”Build in order…” action opens a window displaying the detected build items.

Figure 2. Build in order first launch.

First time the window is displayed it shows all available build configurations in the project,
sorted by name, and no items are checked to be active (see Figure 2).
To change the build order just drag-n-drop the build items into the desired order, and check
the items that should be built. The active items and the build order can be saved in the lvprojfile so that all users can use the same build order.

Saved build
order.
Active build
scripts.

Figure 3. Displaying saved order and active items

When selecting “Build in order…” on a project where the order has been saved in the project
file the listing of the items are a bit different. The list now reflects the saved order, with active
items selected (see Figure 3).
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The build items are stored by name, and if the name of a target and/or build item is changed
the “Build in order…” window will list these items with a specific symbol to indicate that the
item was not found.

Active build item
Active but missing
build item
Inactive build item

Figure 4. Listing items with different symbols.

In Figure 4 the target name was changed from “SlaveTarget” to “SlaveTarget2”, and the save
build item is therefore not found. These missing items will be removed automatically if the
build order is saved to the project.
Buttons

•

•

•

•

Save the current order to the project file, only active items will be saved. If
missing items are present, these will automatically be removed.
Does not actually save the project itself.

Clears the saved build information.
Does not actually save the project itself.

Builds the selected build items in the specified order. The build progress will
be displayed in a separate progress bar window.

Builds all build items in the currently set order, i.e. discards the selection
checkbox. The build progress will be displayed in a separate progress bar
window.

On LabVIEW version 2010 and forward, the FPGA build will also be availble

Zip Export
ZipExport is only available on the project root-object and offers the user a quick way of
distributing files linked from the project.
The ZipExport function does not include items in the Program files folder.
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Preferences
For each project it is possible to specify a number of settings related to how the different build
items should be built.

Figure 5. Preferences dialog

•

Save project before builds?
Some builds need to save the project file before building, e.g. if auto-populating
folders are used. When this option is turned on, the build engine will automatically try
to save the project file before each build steps is invoked.

•

Stop on build error?
If set, the build engine will stop processing the build steps if an error is generated.
Default is False, meaning that the builds will continue and all errors will be presented
at the end.

•

Display Result dialog?
If False the result dialog will only be displayed if one or more build steps generated
error. If True the result dialog will always be displayed.

•

Wait for FPGA builds to complete.
In LabVIEW > 2010 the module also support building LabVIEW FPGA builds, and
this option allows the user to select if the build engine should wait for a FPGA
compilation to complete before continuing to the next build item.

Help
Selecting help opens this help document in pdf-format
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Example
Build all (in order) - Example
This example demonstrates the usage of the action “Build in order...”, and how that can be
used to simplify the build process.
To start with we have a multi-target project; Windows, RT(Pharlap), RT(VXworks) and
FPGA.

Figure 6. Example project

In order to make a complete build for this project for delivery, we have to build the items (in
this order)
• FPGA Main (only available in LabVIEW > 2010)
• FPGA Main Source
• Demo Target(Slave)
• Slave Application
• Demo Target(Master)
• Target Application
• Demo Host
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We can go through all these builds one-by-one manually, but then we risk that the user builds
in the wrong order or forget one or more builds. It also takes some time to sit and wait for all
the builds to finish.
This is where the WireFlow build support comes in. Once we invoked the “Build in order…”
action we drag the builds in the order we want them to be invoked.

Figure 7. Build order defined in the example project.

Then when we have set the order as expected (see Figure 7), we can either choose
or
. If we want the order to be saved for the next time should
“Save to project” before selecting “Build selected”.
When “Build selected” is pressed the build engine loads the project into memory and starts
working on all the build steps.

Figure 8. Build progress display.

If any build item generates an error, or if the preference “Display Result dialog?” is TRUE, a
result dialog will be displayed.
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Figure 9. Result dialog

Selecting an error in the result list will present the error in the Error cluster in the lower part
so that you can select explain error.
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Troubleshooting
After installation with VIPM it is necessary to restart LabVIEW to get this provider correctly
loaded.
In order to use the “Save before build option”, it is necessary that the lvproj file is not write
protected.
LabVIEW FPGA builds are only supported on LabVIEW 2010 and higher.

Technical support and Professional services
The most recent version of this software will be available as a VIPM package at
www.wireflow.se, and also published to the LabVIEW Tool Network.
Please direct any support questions to support@wireflow.se, and in the case of an error please
attach the error log file and a description of the problem as detailed as possible.
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Appendix: EULA
END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR
WireFlow Application Builder Support
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS LICENSE
AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE CONTINUING WITH THIS PROGRAM
DOWNLOAD/INSTALL: WireFlow's End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal
agreement between you (either an individual or a single entity) and WireFlow, for the
WireFlow software product(s) identified above which may include associated software
components, media, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation
("SOFTWARE PRODUCT"). By installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT, you agree to be bound by the terms of this EULA. This license agreement
represents the entire agreement concerning the program between you and WireFlow, (referred
to as "licenser"), and it supersedes any prior proposal, representation, or understanding
between the parties. If you do not agree to the terms of this EULA, do not download, install or
use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is protected by copyright laws and international copyright
treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties. The SOFTWARE PRODUCT
is licensed, not sold.
1
GRANT OF LICENSE
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is licensed as follows:
1.1
Installation and Use
WireFlow grants you a personal, non-transferable and non-exclusive right to use the copy of
the Software provided with this EULA on your computer running a validly licensed copy of
the operating system for which the SOFTWARE PRODUCT was designed.
1.2
Backup Copies
You may also make copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT as may be necessary for backup
and archival purposes.
1.3
Evaluation Version
For clarity in the case of Trial Licenses, if You do not pay the applicable license fees prior to
the conclusion of any applicable Trial Period, you have no right or license, express or implied,
to further use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT in any manner thereafter.
2

DESCRIPTION OF OTHER RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS

2.1
Maintenance of Copyright Notices
You must not remove or alter any copyright notices on any and all copies of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT.
2.2
Distribution
You may not distribute registered copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT to third parties.
Evaluation versions available for download from WireFlow's websites may be freely
distributed.
2.3

Prohibition on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly
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You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
except and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by applicable law
notwithstanding this limitation.
2.4
Rental
You may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
2.5
Support Services
WireFlow may provide you with support services related to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT
("Support Services"). Any supplemental software code provided to you as part of the Support
Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA.
2.6
Compliance with Applicable Laws
You must comply with all applicable laws regarding use of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
2.7
Export Laws
The export of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT from the country of original purchase may be
subject to control or restriction by applicable local law. Licensee is solely responsible for
determining the existence and application of any such law to any proposed export and for
obtaining any needed authorization. Licensee agrees not to export the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT from any country in violation of applicable legal restrictions on such export.
3
TERMINATION
Without prejudice to any other rights, WireFlow may terminate this EULA if you fail to
comply with the terms and conditions of this EULA. In such event, you must destroy all
copies of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT in your possession.
4
COPYRIGHT
All title, including but not limited to copyrights, in and to the SOFTWARE PRODUCT and
any copies thereof are owned by WireFlow or its suppliers. All title and intellectual property
rights in and to the content which may be accessed through use of the SOFTWARE
PRODUCT is the property of the respective content owner and may be protected by
applicable copyright or other intellectual property laws and treaties. This EULA grants you no
rights to use such content. All rights not expressly granted are reserved by WireFlow.
4.1
Third party software.
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT may include software under license from third parties (“Third
Party Software” and “Third Party License”). Any Third Party Software is licensed to you
subject to the terms and conditions of the corresponding Third Party License. Generally, the
Third Party License is located in a separate file such as license.txt or a readme file.
5
NO WARRANTIES
WireFlow expressly disclaims any warranty for the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. The
SOFTWARE PRODUCT is provided 'As Is' without any express or implied warranty of any
kind, including but not limited to any warranties of merchantability, noninfringement, or
fitness of a particular purpose. WireFlow does not warrant or assume responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of any information, text, graphics, links or other items contained
within the SOFTWARE PRODUCT. WireFlow makes no warranties respecting any harm that
may be caused by the transmission of a computer virus, worm, time bomb, logic bomb, or
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other such computer program. WireFlow further expressly disclaims any warranty or
representation to Authorized Users or to any third party.
6
HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES
The SOFTWARE PRODUCT is not fault-tolerant and is not designed, manufactured or
intended for use or resale as on-line control equipment in hazardous environments requiring
fail-safe performance, such as in the operation of nuclear facilities, aircraft navigation or
communication systems, air traffic control, direct life support machines, or weapons systems,
in which the failure of the SOFTWARE PRODUCT could lead directly to death, personal
injury, or severe physical or environmental damage ("High Risk Activities"). WireFlow and
its suppliers specifically disclaim any express or implied warranty of fitness for High Risk
Activities.
7
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
In no event shall WireFlow be liable for any damages (including, without limitation, lost
profits, business interruption, or lost information) rising out of 'Authorized Users' use of or
inability to use the SOFTWARE PRODUCT, even if WireFlow has been advised of the
possibility of such damages. In no event will WireFlow be liable for loss of data or for
indirect, special, incidental, consequential (including lost profit), or other damages based in
contract, tort or otherwise. WireFlow shall have no liability with respect to the content of the
SOFTWARE PRODUCT or any part thereof, including but not limited to errors or omissions
contained therein, libel, infringements of rights of publicity, privacy, trademark rights,
business interruption, personal injury, loss of privacy, moral rights or the disclosure of
confidential information.
8
CONTACT
All questions about this EULA shall be directed to: info@wireflow.se.
WireFlow AB
Theres Svenssons gata 10
SE-417 55 Göteborg
Sweden
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